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Agenda
PART 1:
1. The Importance of strategic perspectives
2. Components of a strategy
3. Managing priorities
4. Iterative strategic thinking
5. What it takes to be agile

PART 2:
Panel discussion featuring:
Ms. Caroline Gathii
President
OWIT Nairobi

Ms. Blanca Castro
Chapters Manager
IWCA Global

Ms. Farzana Khan
General Manager
SME Foundation Bangladesh

ØA strategy in uncertain times
ØIntroducing the strategy on a page
ØSetting the direction of travel
ØMapping the broader context
ØUsing strategic horizons (Where to play)
ØCharting the course (How to win)
ØMeasuring progress
ØChanging course
ØWhat it takes to ride the waves
ØStories
ØQuestions

Our journey today

Objectives
Objectives
1. To review and describe the basic building blocks of a comprehensive and effective
organisational strategy.
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3. To understand how strategic thinking is critical for BSOs to be more agile and to
respond to unexpected events.

What is strategy?
Definition

• Greek “strategos” --> army
general standing on a hill
-

View from above
Longer term outcomes
Managing uncertainty
Guiding tactical decisions

Key questions

• Where are we now? – Context, Current
position
• Where do we want to be? – Vision,
Objectives
• How do we get there? – Where to Play
and How to Win – making strategic
choices
• How do we know when we have
arrived? – Measures, Targets,
Reporting, Communication,
Celebration.

Why is strategy
important?
Strategy is about making the right choices about what to do,
and what NOT TO DO in order to deliver on goals.
It provides:
àClarity ;
à Commitment;
àCommunication;
àEmployee engagement;
àFocus and alignment of effort – including saying “no”;
àAllocation of resource;
àA framework for measuring and reporting;
à A drive for change and continuous improvement.
Without all these elements working together an organization
will not succeed in meeting its goals

More of an art than
a science…
Good strategists use the parts of their brain associated with
gut responses, empathy and emotional intelligence, more
than the parts associated with rational assessment of
probabilities, risks, patterns and abstract thinking.
Developing a good strategy means walking in the shoes of
your customers, stakeholders, staff and competitors.
It needs:
•
•
•
•
•

Consultation;
Questioning;
Time and space to think differently;
Courage and ambition;
Customer empathy.
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Modern adaptive approach for an agile strategy
Making choices in the face of:

Strategy needs to be:

• Volatility;

•

Adaptive and iterative;

• Uncertainty;

•

Fed from all levels of the organisation and
owned by everyone;

•

Best designed by those closest to the
customers. External agents can be useful
facilitators or analysts but the experts of your
business are you.

•

Include triggers for review

•

A permanent agenda item

• Complexity;
• Ambiguity.
All strategy carries risk, because it deals in
longer time frames and the unknown.
In a VUCA world uncertainty is associated with a
shorter time frame
Risks need to be identified, mitigated if possible
and assessed.
Strategies need to be reviewed constantly
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Our end point: Strategy on a page
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Not in isolation, and not linear
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Understanding context
Strategic thinking – divergent
Strategic planning – convergent
Iterative – as you learn more,
check back in with previous
steps

"If you want to build a ship, don't herd people
together to collect wood and don't assign them
tasks and work, but rather teach them to long for
the endless immensity of the sea." –
Antoine de Saint-Exupery
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Purpose, Vision, BHAG and Values
• Why is it important to have a Purpose, Mission or
Mandate?
àWhy does the organization exist?
• What is the difference between Purpose and Vision?
à What will the world look like if the organization is
outstandingly successful?
• What is a BHAG, and why have one?

à How does that aspirational vision translate into a
single measure of success?
• Where do Values come in and how do you define
them?
à Who do we need to be to reach that goal?
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The guiding statement

By being…
• Expert
• Connected
• Trusted

We will…
build operational and
managerial excellence of
BSOs

So that we reach our
vision of…
BSOs everywhere
helping SMEs benefit
from sustainable and
inclusive trade

And contribute to…

VALUES

PURPOSE

VISION

BHAG
Example from ITC/Institutional
Strengthening
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Context
Analysis of the environment and what it means for us:
• PESTLE:
• Political
• Economic
• Social
• Technological
• Legal

• SWOT:
• What can we do to make the most of the
environment and current conditions?

budget

Organizational assessment or
benchmarking

data
green

PESTLE
youth

…Use our great business data to shape new
government policy
…Share our generous office space with young
entrepreneurs
eg. urban youth

eg. Need to understand this
customer segment

eg. environmental sustainability

eg. Need to improve our
green credentials

…Find extra room in our tight budget by reducing
waste and therefore improving our green
credentials

Example from a chamber

Where to Play: Using strategic horizons
At any one time, you should be delivering actions that support all three horizons. The key strategic choice is
the percentage of effort in each

Horizon 1 : protect and nurture the Horizon 2 : support rising stars
core

Horizon 3 : options for success in an
uncertain future

Current volume
Short term (current) conditions
Outcome indicators
Experienced businesses, successful
products, familiar markets
Low risk

Current growth
Medium term (known changes)
Intermediate outcome indicators
Emerging businesses, products and
markets
Risk managed through « adjacency »

Potential future growth
Long term (unknown changes)
Output indicators
Potential business success

Customised, troubleshooting, PR

Grouped activities, learning and network Influencing the macro level conditions
development
and the ecosystem of support; research
and initial scoping of opportunities

Risk managed through portfolio
approach – many projects or start ups, of
which some will fail
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Priority clients: Customer value v. the Economy
Contribution to
economy

high

Perceived
value of
BSO
services

EXPERIENCED AND CAPABLE
COMPANIES
Low appreciation, high
impact

low

high

TESTED and GROWING
COMPANIES
Mid appreciation, mid impact

UNTESTED,
SMALL
COMPANIES
High
appreciation,
low impact
low

Size of
company

Where to Play: Segments, Sectors and Markets

Example: Investment agency
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Seeing a new
perspective...

How to win - strategy maps
Perspective

Complete the phrase

Stakeholder perspective
“What value and value for money do our stakeholders expect from us?”

Our purpose and promise is…

Financial Perspective
“To satisfy our stakeholders what financial objectives and results must we
accomplish?”

To be viable long term
we need…

Customer Perspective
“To achieve our financial and stakeholder objectives, what customer needs
must we serve?”

Our priority customers in target
sectors and markets need…

Internal Perspective
“To satisfy our customers and stakeholders, in which internal processes must
we excel?”

We must excel at… (verb in …ing)

Organisational development perspective (Learning and Growth)
“To achieve our goals how must our organisation perform, learn and
improve?”

At the root of success is…

Access to
international
opportunities

Creating
opportunities
for B2B

Organisational
Capacity

Sharing
relevant
market info

O1 Global
knowledge
network

S2 Export
business growth
and profitability

Business
capacity
building

Delivering
successful
projects,
events

Improved
business
environment

Growing our
customer
portfolio

Under-standing
business needs,
strengths,
weaknesses

O2 Credible
and engaged
people

TIP:
Check back at the
SWOT ideas!

S3 Return on
Investment
(VfM)

Lobbying to
reduce
business
constraints

F1 Credible
results

Capturing
data on
business
performance

F2
Efficiency
gains and
cost savings

Financial

Stakeholder
Customer
Internal

S1 Diversified
and value added
exports

Complying
with welldesigned
processes

Segmenting and
managing
customer
portfolio

O3 Modern
technology and
management
tools

O4 Effective
Performance
Measurement
System

Example: small TPO
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Stakeholder
Internal
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S1 Diversified
and value added
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Complying
with welldesigned
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O3 Modern
technology and
management
tools

O4 Effective
Performance
Measurement
System

Example: small TPO

How
HowtotoWin
win – External Objectives

TIP:
Check back at the
SWOT ideas!
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How
HowtotoWin
win
1. New international
growth opportunities

2. More and better
businesses
2.3
Delivering
training

1.3

Creating
B2B events
1.2 Building a
global
network
1.1 Sharing
relevant market
information

2.2 Improving
customer
segmentation
2.1
Understanding
business needs

3. Improved business
environment
3.2 Better
lobbying to
government
3.1 Improved
credibility and
convening power

24 TPO
Example: small

Specific goals & activities: SMART Actions
•
•
•
•
•

S – specific
M – measurable
A – actionable / assignable
R – relevant
T – time-bound

1.1 Sharing
relevant market
information

Sharing
relevant
market info

1.1.1: “By 31 Dec, 2021, train 3 members of staff in market intelligence tools.
(lead: Asha)”

Capturing the implications
• What are the implications of the choices you
have made up until this moment on:
• Resource mobilisation
• Employee engagement and culture
• Organisation structure
• Stakeholder engagement
• Communication
• Technology and other capital investments
• Other?

What actions will be needed
to prepare your organization
to deliver on these strategic
objectives?

Enabling the win: Organizational
Objectives

To deliver our strategic objectives, we will build our organization for:
4. Excellence and Efficiency
4.1 Building private
sector experience

4.2 Investing in
supporting systems
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Indicators

Ø The indicators you select will determine whether
you succeed or fail in delivering your strategy
Ø The indicators are the glue between your actions
and your High Level Goal. If the logic of the
indicators is not clear… start again!
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Staff engagement

I am an expert
with global
networks in a
priority sector

Each member of staff should be able to
trace their personal pathway through
the strategy on a page

I train business
leaders to be
ready for export

I hire the right people,
so that we understand
business needs

Time for a quick break!

Be back in 5
minutes,
please!

When crisis hits, throw your operating plan away, but keep thinking
strategically. Review assumptions and recalibrate risk.
Your values, purpose, vision and BHAG will keep your actions on track, even
when the plan is useless
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Strategy REVIEW process – testing assumptions
Is our current focus still relevant?

What has changed in the context we
operate in?
Has our mandate or purpose changed?
Do our stakeholders need something
different?
Do we have useful data? Are we able to
provide critical information to our
stakeholders?
What should we keep doing, stop doing
and start doing in response?
How have we changed internally and
how is it affecting delivery? Do we need
new skills and technology to deliver?

Risk review process à increased uncertainty

Horizon 1 : protect and
nurture the core

Horizon 2 : support rising
stars

Horizon 3 : options for success
in an uncertain future

Many activities that would have been considered H1, now face a context of uncertainty, and therefore have to be
treated like H2 in terms of risk, service channels, and indicators.
This increases significantly the overall risk profile of the organization, and it would be wise to reduce investments in
H3 to help balance this.
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Organizational DNA in a crisis

REACT ITCs model for BSO resilience and business recovery
How well can your organization react to an external shock?
• READY: Do you have the behaviours, culture, risk approach, continuity
plans and IT systems to keep going despite disruptions?
• EXPERT: Do you have access to the skills and information your stakeholders
and businesses need to respond to new challenges?
• AGILE: Can you rapidly adapt your solutions and delivery channels to help
businesses respond?
• CONNECTED: Can you communicate with business and can you work
within an ecosystem of support to deliver solutions, fast?
• TRUSTED: Are you seen as a trusted source and delivery partner for
information and solutions when uncertainty and risk is high?
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Organizational culture in a crisis: Tight Loose Tight
High performing BSOs exhibit:
• Absolute clarity from the top on purpose,
behaviour, strategy (tight);
• Authority to act and spend delegated down to
middle management (loose);
• Consistent measurement and reporting of results,
regular individual performance reviews, managed
risk, audit and control (tight).

Check out: In Search of Excellence. Thomas J. Peters, Robert H. Waterman (1982)

What sort of cookie is your organization?
TLL
× High risk
ü High creativity and
autonomy
ü Clear purpose
× Low strategic alignment
× Unproductive,
uncoordinated activity

× High risk
× High undirected
creativity
× Employees lack
purpose
× No strategic alignment
× Unproductive,
uncoordinated activity

LLL

TTL
ü
×
×
×
×

Medium risk
Low levels of
innovation
Micromanagement
Unproductive,
uncoordinated
activity
Low employee
engagement

High risk
Low creativity
No strategic alignment
Unproductive,
uncoordinated activity
× Micromanagement
× Low employee
engagement
×
×
×
×

LTL

TTT

TLT
Well managed risk
Strategic alignment
Engaged employees
Productivity gains
Continuous
improvement
ü Innovation aligned with
strategy
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

× High risk
× No strategic alignment
× Unproductive,
uncoordinated activity
× Employees lack
purpose

LLT

ü
×
×
×
×

ü
×
×
×
×

Low risk
Low levels of
innovation
Static and unable to
change
Micromanagement
Low employee
engagement

Low risk
Low levels of
innovation
Micromanagement
Unproductive,
uncoordinated
activity
Low employee
engagement

LTT

The Cookie “challenge”
• Where do you see your organization
“normally”
• Where do you see it during the current
crisis?

What sort of cookie is your organisation in a crisis?
TLL
× High risk
ü High creativity and
autonomy
ü Clear purpose
× Low strategic alignment
× Unproductive,
uncoordinated activity

× High risk
× High undirected
creativity
× Employees lack
purpose
× No strategic alignment
× Unproductive,
uncoordinated activity

LLL

TTL
ü
×
×
×
×

Medium risk
Low levels of
innovation
Micromanagement
Unproductive,
uncoordinated
activity
Low employee
engagement

High risk
Low creativity
No strategic alignment
Unproductive,
uncoordinated activity
× Micromanagement
× Low employee
engagement
×
×
×
×

LTL

TTT

TLT
Well managed risk
Strategic alignment
Engaged employees
Productivity gains
Continuous
improvement
ü Innovation aligned with
strategy
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

× High risk
× No strategic alignment
× Unproductive,
uncoordinated activity
× Employees lack
purpose

LLT

ü
×
×
×
×

ü
×
×
×
×

Low risk
Low levels of
innovation
Static and unable to
change
Micromanagement
Low employee
engagement

Low risk
Low levels of
innovation
Micromanagement
Unproductive,
uncoordinated
activity
Low employee
engagement

LTT
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